
CASE STUDY: KOPFC 

A Need for Speed

The KOPFC facilities were using an antiquated 
WiFi 5 network deployment. Speeds were not 
what they wanted, so they were looking to refresh 
with the latest technology. They also wanted to 
move to a cloud-based system, so Alta Labs was 
the perfect solution.

Installing an AP6-Pro at KOPFC

A one for one swap of all twenty one existing WiFi 
APs throughout the facility to Alta Labs AP6-Pro 
APs has vastly increased performance speeds and 
coverage (see the before and after coverage maps 
on the next page). KOPFC hosts summer movie 
nights on their south field. The WiFi speeds were 
not great using their previous WiFi 5 network.  
They are now getting 100+ Mbps at the outer 
edge of the field where they have summer movie 
nights.

“It’s been so good that people come here 
just for the WiFi... Our guests need top 
notch WiFi” 
- Kurt “Q” Cusick, Systems Administrator, 
Executech / KOPFC

Community Recreation 
Center Upgrades to WiFi 6
KOPFC (Kearns Oquirrh Park Fitness Center) is a 
community recreation center located in Kearns, 
Utah. The facility has 3 indoor pools, an outdoor 
pool waterpark with diving platforms, multiple 
NBA-sized basketball courts, weight/cardio rooms, 
and tennis/pickleball courts. The community 
center hosts thousands of people daily during the 
summer months. 

KOPFC

“This is a high-density facility, 
which means there are always 
hundreds of people here. So 
across their facility with all of 
their guests, at any given time 

people put a large demand on the WiFi 
system, and that’s why we needed WiFi 
access points capable of handling that 
kind of demand” 
- Greg Montgomery, VP Technical Operations, 
Tym Smart Homes and Theaters 
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Network Coverage - Before

 

Network Coverage - After
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Installing an AP6-Pro

AP6-Pro Installation

“Consistency and speeds, that’s all my 
clients really care about” 
- Kurt “Q” Cusick, Systems Administrator, 
Executech / KOPFC

AP6-Pro Installation Outdoors under Overhang

Tym Smart Homes Install Video

Watch the Tym Smart Homes install video by 
clicking here or scan the QR code below:

For More Information

Visit the KOPFC site at  
kopfc.com

Visit the Tym Smart Homes & Theaters site at 
tymhomes.com

Visit the Executech site at 
executech.com

Visit our website for more case studies at  
alta.inc/case-studies

https://youtu.be/daFJnGp_cak
https://kopfc.com/
https://www.tymhomes.com/
https://www.executech.com/
https://www.alta.inc/case-studies

